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“A cost-effective and
flexible package solution”

“In IT, it’s all about trust. Tabellae know what they’re
doing, are easy to work with, genuinely interested in
our business and always ready to help”
Teemu Similä

ICT-System Manager, Koskisen Oy

.
About the company
Finnish Koskisen Oy purchases wood,
produces and sells wood products
worldwide and has a wide range of
wood-related business areas: plywood production, sawn timber, chipboard and birch products, as well as
wooden house building and biofuel.
The company has 1,087 employees
in 6 business areas and uses several
ERP systems. Lasernet Output Management is currently integrated with
Digia Enterprise and AX.

Results
•
•

•
•
•

Cost-effective solution
Improved collaboration across
business areas thanks to
integration across IT systems
Effective output management in
a changing IT environment
Reliable and easy to use
Reliable collaboration

See more cases and
read more about this
case on tabellae.com

Koskisen found an output management
solution that is integratable across IT
systems and improves collaboration
across the company, sowing the seed
for greater savings on future automation
efforts.
Wanted: Flexibility and integratability
Tree felling, sawmills, timber production,
house building, biofuel and much more.
Koskisen’s several business areas operate
very differently and are today managed using four different ERP systems. IT’s goal is
to automate and streamline processes so
staff can focus on supplying quality products and high service. To do this, it must
be possible to collaborate across business
areas. The company therefore wanted a
system that was integratable with the ERP
and CRM systems in the other business
areas that generate documents.
Wanted: Best of breed
“We didn’t want a system that could do
everything, but one where document handling is a core function. It also needed to
support several data formats and be easy
to use,” explains Teemu Similä, ICT System
Manager. The company’s output management used to be built into the ERP system,
but that meant the various documents
couldn’t “communicate”.
A cost-effective “package solution”
“Our project manager strongly recommended Lasernet, which he had worked

with before, and we have no regrets – we
got much more than just document handling. The dialogue with Tabellae quickly
got on track. They really know what they’re
doing, are easy to work with, genuinely interested in our business and always ready
to help if we run into challenges. We got a
cost-effective ‘package solution’ with both
the Lasernet software and the right dose of
consulting services.”
“We got the market’s
best solution without paying more”
Today, the sales support functions have
been streamlined and manual archiving will
soon be history. “If we had programmed
everything in the ERP system instead, we
would have been dependent on the supplier. Now, we can make changes faster
and much cheaper, so we actually got the
market’s best solution without paying more.
In IT, it’s all about trust. With Tabellae, we
have a partner we can trust and who understands our business.”
Even greater savings in sight
“Our plan is to automate our processes
even more. For instance, we want incoming customer orders via Lasernet, so Sales
won’t have to enter the orders in the ERP
system manually. That’s why we plan to
involve Tabellae even more in future. The
solution has huge potential to deliver major
savings on automation. We plan to exploit
that, and to do so it’s vital that we use the
best experts.”
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